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Unlock South Carolina's ghostly secrets this Halloween with South Carolina ETV 
and Public Radio 

COLUMBIA, S.C. – While the supernatural may be lurking around every corner, there's no better way to 
embrace the spirit of Halloween than by exploring the rich tapestry of South Carolina's folklore and legends 
with South Carolina ETV and Public Radio (SCETV). From podcasts and digital features to shows on ETV-
HD, SCETV highlights South Carolina’s spooky past and present this Halloween season. 

Paranormal enthusiasts and those in search of a spine-tingling experience can journey through a curated 
collection of eerie tales with South Carolina Ghosts and Legends. From the infamous Gray Man of 
Pawleys Island to the restless spirits of the Old Charleston Jail, SCETV is a portal to Gullah ghost and 
pirate’s treasure tales that have been passed down through generations. South Carolina Ghosts and 
Legends airs on ETV World and the South Carolina Channel on Oct. 30 at 8:30 p.m., 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. 
Episodes are also available on SCETV’s SC Folklore Stories webpage. 

South Carolina's history is woven with ghostly encounters, and SCETV doesn't shy away from sharing its 
spookiest chapters. Explore the historical sites with eerie pasts, unexplained phenomena and unsolved 
mysteries that question the unknown and baffle ghost hunters with the South of Spooky podcast. Hosts 
A.T. Shire and Gavin Jackson explore history and culture through the lens of local legends and their impact 
on communities across our region. The podcast is available on YouTube, Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Amazon 
Music, other major podcast platforms as well as the SCETV App and the SC Public Radio website. 

Halloween may come and go, but the allure of the unexplained and the thrill of a good ghost story never 
fades. This season, let SCETV be your guide through South Carolina’s most haunted tales and quizzes. 
Visit SCETV’s SC Folklore Stories webpage to explore the unexplained.  

QUOTES 
“We are excited to bring the rich tapestry of South Carolina's folklore and legends to viewers and listeners 
this Halloween. Our content delves into historical sites with eerie pasts, unexplained phenomena and 
unsolved mysteries, igniting curiosity. We’re looking forward to being a guide through South Carolina's most 
haunted tales.” –SCETV Chief Content Officer Tabitha Safdi 

FAST FACTS 

• Experience a curated collection of eerie tales exploring the mysterious heart of the Palmetto State.

• South Carolina Ghosts and Legends airs on ETV World and the South Carolina Channel on Oct.
16 at 8:30 p.m., Oct. 23 at 8:30 pm. and Oct. 30 at 8:30 p.m., 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. Episodes are also
available on SCETV’s SC Folklore Stories webpage.

• The South of Spooky podcast joins hosts A.T. Shire and Gavin Jackson as they explore history
and culture through the lens of local legends and their impact on communities across our region.
The podcast is available on YouTube, Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Amazon Music, other major podcast
platforms as well as the SCETV App and the SC Public Radio website.

• Visit SCETV’s SC Folklore Stories webpage to explore the unexplained.
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South Carolina ETV and Public Radio (SCETV) is the state's public educational broadcasting network. 
SCETV amplifies South Carolina voices, provides educational experiences and strengthens communities, 
while working toward creating a stronger, more connected and informed South Carolina. In addition to airing 
local programs, such as Carolina Classrooms, Making It Grow, and This Week in South Carolina, SCETV 
also presents multiple programs to regional and national audiences, including By The River, After Action, 
Reconnecting Roots, Reel South, Somewhere South, Yoga in Practice and How She Rolls. In addition, SC 
Public Radio produces the national radio production, Chamber Music from Spoleto Festival USA. 
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